FOAM
ROLLING
GUIDE

WHAT
IS
FOAM
ROLLING?

Have you been training for a while, or going regular runs/walks and then
after a week or two started to feel a slight ‘tugging’ sensation under your knee
cap. It feels like you might have bad knees from running, because every time
you walk, squat, or lunge now it feels like your knee caps are burning.
Or maybe you’re constantly getting headaches, and you have no idea why,
even though your posture at your desk is usually pretty good...
Well.. have you been stretching and foam rolling?
Foam rolling can help target tight, sore muscles and prevent injury before
it happens. That pulling sensation under your knee may not be a bad knee
after all, you may simply have a tight ITB which needs to be rolled out!
In this mini eBook we’ve included 7 foam rolling exercises that you should
do every day, especially if you’re training. Foam rolling is self-myofascial release,
AKA using your own body weight to press against the roller to help release muscles.
This process may, at times, feel uncomfortable, but it does provide you with
the ability to control your recovery process, as you know where you need to
apply pressure, rather than letting someone else do it for you.
Foam rolling will help increase mobility, aid in muscle repair, and help you avoid
injuries caused by general wear and tear, or training.
Pair this eBook with the free Eat Run Lift stretching guide daily after your
workouts or first thing in the morning to notice at marked improvement
in your post-workout recovery.

FAQ

Does it hurt?
Foam rolling may feel painful, as you are releasing tight muscles through
the action of ‘rolling out’ over the roller. This will feel especially bad if it’s
not something you’ve done before, or if you do not do it frequently.
How long should I do it for?
We recommend spending a total of 10-15 minutes foam rolling. There are lots
of movements you can do, but we will only cover 7 in this booklet. Slowly
work through the 7 movements, and remember to breathe as you’re doing
the foam rolling.
How often should I foam roll?
Start off just foam rolling after your workouts, and work your way up to
foam rolling daily for maximum benefits.
Will it help me get fitter?
Foam rolling is best for injury prevention, and allowing for relaxation of tight
muscles. This might not directly sound like it will make you fitter, but it means
you may need less down-time after your workouts, post-training muscle
soreness will not be as intense, and you will be helping to prevent injuries.
How do I choose what roller to buy?
There are two main kinds of rollers, one with a smooth surface, and other
with ridges. We suggest starting on the smooth roller, and working your way
up to the one with ridges.
Is it expensive?
Foam rollers are usually fairly inexpensive to buy.
Where can I get a foam roller?
You can purchase a foam roller online or they are stocked by most sports
specialty stores.

HIP ADDUCTOR
Begin by supporting your body weight on your forearms and your toes.
Place the foam roller underneath one quad at a slight angle. Roll yourself
along the foam roller beginning at the uppermost part of your thigh, and
continuing down to your knee. Remember, this is one leg at a time, and
you should be focusing on your inner quad.
Ensure to pause and hold on any areas which feel particularly
uncomfortable.

ITB
Lie on your side and place the foam roller between your thigh and the
mat or surface you’re on.
Roll yourself along the roller so that it reaches between your knee, all
the way up to your hip. This will be one of the more painful rolls, but it
is incredibly important.
Rolling ITBs will help prevent sore knees which can be caused by walking,
running, squats, and many other leg-dominant exercises.

QUADS
To roll out the rest of your quads place both legs on top of the foam
roller and concentrate on rolling from your hips, down to your knees.
Slow down and focus on any painful areas.

CALVES
Begin by supporting your weight on your arms, and then place one calf
muscle onto the foam roller. For extra pressure cross your other leg over
the top (no need to push down, just place it).
Slowly roll back and forth between the top of your calf and down to your
ankle.

LATS
Lie on your side with one arm extended out ‘above’ your head and place
the foam roller underneath your shoulder/armpit.
Slowly roll back and forth (but don’t go too far down your ribs). Make
sure you stay in one place and focus on any spots that are sore or tender.

GLUTES

BACK
Place the foam roller
under yourself and
it on it. Support your
weight with your feet in
front of you and hands
behind you. Cross one
foot over the opposite
knee to focus more
on each glute (swap
legs half way through).

Lie on the ground and
place the foam roller
underneath yourself.
Slowly roll so that it
targetsfrom the top
of your back down
to your hips.

